The Religion Department is dedicated to the study of religion as a complex and dynamic phenomenon deeply interwoven with other aspects of life and culture.

Most courses in Religion satisfy the Humanities (HU) requirement of the Foundations and Distributions Requirements (FDR).

The following courses are being offered by the Religion Department in the Fall of 2015. First year students are encouraged to register for any 100 level courses. They may be interested in and prepared for 200 level courses.

Rel 102: New Testament (Brown)
Rel 105: Intro to Islam (Blecher)
Rel 132: Buddhism (Hyne)
Rel 175: Biblical Hebrew (Marks)
Rel 181: Death & Dying (Marks)
Rel 195: Christian Thought & Cultures (Kosky)
Rel 210: Approach to Study of Religion (Brown)
Rel 214: Religion & Existentialism (Kosky)
Rel 213: Perspectives on Death & Dying (Marks)
Rel 231: Yogis, Ascetics & Holy People (Hyne)